
The engineering simplicity facilitates 

technology upgrades such as: encoding 

options (magnetic stripes and smart chips) or

options for USB and/or Ethernet connection.

The advanced printhead temperature

control ensures excellent printing quality

of images and backgrounds. 

The printhead assembly can be raised for

easy ribbon replacement. 

Panel complete with connectors: parallel port, serial

port, ON/OFF switch, power supply connector, USB and

Ethernet ready. 

Meets all printing requirements 

Because the Dolphin is more than a printer, it’s a new concept: the perfect tool

to conquer new markets, thanks to its characteristics. And we want to 

personally show you all its features. 

FLEXIBLEFLEXIBLE The Dolphin is perfect for all those applications requiring an

easy to use, and reliable printer with exceptional performance and a 

reasonable cost for printing small quantities. The Dolphin can print a wide

variety of cards with ease: ID cards, gift and loyalty cards, membership

cards, hotel room keys, etc. Reliable and efficient, it can print and 

encode cards in a single pass, as well as personalize pre-printed cards.

VERSATILE VERSATILE Text, photos, logos, graphics, barcodes: The Dolphin offers 

outstanding performance, in both high resolution colors and simple 

monochrome images! The advanced innovations employed in the 

printing (color dye sublimation and monochrome printing) ensure that the

Dolphin always offer: sharpness, excellent contrast, and color clarity. The

new system developed by CIM, with its advanced printhead temperature

control, ensures precise and consistent color throughout.

FRIENDLYFRIENDLY The exclusive Rainbow software bundled with each printer,

permits seamless integration with company databases and graphics 

importation. CIM exclusive One Touch Image Memory Function allows

for continuous card printing without requiring card by card data input

when running repeat jobs of the last card produced.

ADVANCEDADVANCED The Dolphin has evolved from the concept that customer

service and after-sales support should go hand in hand. Quality is 

guaranteed over time. The Dolphin card supplied with each unit, provides

free unlimited technical support for a period of  2 years from date of 

shipment including any problem with hardware, software, or installation.

CIM technology for printhead 
temperature control system, and 
One-Touch Image Memory Function 

User-friendly Rainbow software 

2 year warranty and technical 
assistance with the Dolphin Card 

CARD PRINTING HAS NEVER BEEN SO…

FLEXIBLE, VERSATILE, FRIENDLY, ADVANCED! RELIABLE, SIMPLE, EFFICIENT, GREAT VALUE!

300 DPI
THERMAL 
PRINTING

FROM 0,40
TO 0,76 MM

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

CLEANING
RIBBON KIT BARCODE

MAGNETIC
ENCODING


